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Tense Revision 1

Grade 11

6. I ---- for half an hour when Edward ---- on the
corner.

1-20. sorularda boşluklara uygun gelen seçeneği
bulunuz.

A) waited / is appearing
1. Players generally ---- each other on winning the
game.
A) are congratulating
C) were congratulating

B) wait / was appearing
C) was waiting / appeared

B) congratulated

D) will wait / has appeared

D) congratulate

E) had been waiting / appeared

2. Although it ---- heavily, I ---- wet because I had
my umbrella with me.
A) is raining / wasn't getting

NETyds

E) have congratulated

B) has rained / won't get
C) rains / don't get

7. Because my little sister ---- fond of dancing, I
often ---- her to dancing festivals.
A) had been / will take

B) is / take

C) was / had taken

D) will be / took

E) has been / was taking

D) was raining / didn't get
E) rained / may not get

3. The police ---- after the two gangsters, but both
of them ---- able to get away from the city centre.

8. The sun ---- in the east at the time, and there ---- a
mild breeze from the south.

A) drove / were

B) are driving /are

A) shines / used to be

B) shines / is

C) were driving / will be

D) drive / have been

C) will shine / has been

D) was shining / was

E) have driven / had been
NETyds

4. The staff ---- half an hour for the manager, but
she ----.

E) is shining / had been

9. Ali and Serap just ---- there for a while, because
both of them ---- too angry to talk.

A) are waiting / wasn't coming
B) waited / didn't come

A) stood / were

C) were waiting / doesn't come

B) were standing / are

D) wait / isn't coming

C) have stood / will be

E) will wait / hadn't come

D) would stand / will have been
E) had been standing / have been

5. Although he ---- going to the parties with his
sister, this time, he ---- alone.
10. Though it ---- hard to see because of the heavy
snow, they ---- the match as it had been planned.

A) will love / had to go
B) is loving / must go
C) loves / will be going

A) will be / will play

B) is / have played

D) loved / will have gone

C) is being / are playing

D) was / played

E) used to be / were playing

E) can love / had gone

5

Tense Revision 4

Grade 11

6. Before I ---- for school, I ---- sure that I had my
swimming costume for our swimming lesson.

1-20. sorularda boşluklara uygun gelen seçeneği
bulunuz.

A) left / made
1. Solar panels ---- solar radiation from the sun and
actively ---- that energy into electricity.

B) had left / was making
C) have left / would make

A) collect / change

D) was leaving / have made

B) are to collect / had changed

E) used to leave / have been making

C) are collecting / changed

2. I need to learn how much this CD player is ---- I
ask my dad for money.
A) until

B) before

C) just as

D) during
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D) collected / have changed
E) will have collected / were changing

7. My dog woke up and started barking ---- it heard
the front door opening.
A) until

B) during

C) when

D) ever since
E) not until

E) although
8. Ever since universities ----, there ----arguments
about what books students should study.
3. Shortly after everyone ---- work, the night man
---- George to forget about his friend and just go
home.
B) left / had told

C) has left / was telling

D) had left / told

E) was leaving / is telling

4. An average person in the public ---- that the
government ---- homes for the homeless.

B) exist / was

C) existed / will have been

D) used to exist / is

E) have existed / have been
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A) will leave / has told

A) had existed / were

9. Edward ---- pleased with the hotel that we ---- for
him as it was clean and quiet.
B) is / have found

A) was / found
C) used to be / finds

A) believe / has provided

D) will be / had found

E) had been / were finding

B) had believed / will provide
C) believes / should provide
D) will have believed / provided
E) have believed / was providing

10. I ---- this sweater back to the shop because it ---much too tight.
5. The next time we ------- to the İzmir, we will visit
the Ephesus.

A) will take / is feeling
B) was taking / has felt

A) Will go

B) go

C) had taken / was feeling

C) have gone

D) will have gone

D) am going to take / feels

E) are going

E) would take / has been feeling
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Sentence Connectors

Grade 11

6. My father had left the battery on all day; ----, it

1-20. sorularda boşluklara uygun gelen seçeneği

was dead.

bulunuz.

1. I turned off the air-conditioner ---- the room was
cool enough.

A) consequently

B) because

C) so that

D) on the contrary
E) thus

A) even though

B) as if

C) since

D) despite

2. She thinks the board meeting will go well ---- the
company's ongoing difficulties.
A) because

B) but

C) although

D) nevertheless
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E) due to
7. People choose laptop computers ---- their ease
of use and being portable.
A) however

B) because

C) instead of

D) due to
E) unless

E) despite

8. ---- her husband likes to travel abroad, she
prefers to stay at home for her holidays.

3. ---- you know how to drive a car better; you can
include your driving skill on your CV.
A) Even though

B) Instead of

C) In case

D) Now that

B) Thus

A) Therefore
C) Whereas

D) Otherwise
E) So as to

4. The teacher told her that she is doing well, ----

NETyds

E) In spite of

9. ---- the living room was poorly lit, no one
suggested turning on the lights.

her vocabulary use seems to be getting worse.
A) otherwise

B) yet

C) despite

D) therefore

A) Because of

B) Although

C) By the way

D) Instead of
E) Hence

E) in order to

10. The murderer was hiding somewhere in the

5. Jane couldn't buy any birthday presents, ---- she

town ---- the police could determine.

didn't have any money.
A) as

B) so

A) on the contrary

B) on account of

C) therefore

D) while

C) in addition to

D) such as

E) as far as

E) as though
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Revision Test

1

6. Although Merve ---- a lot of soda, she was still

1-20. sorularda boşluklara uygun gelen seçeneği

thirsty.

bulunuz.

1. A very good salary ---- to the most suitable
applicant.

A) had drunk

B) would drink

C) is drinking

D) drinks
E) has been drinking

B) might have offered

A) had offered
C) should have offered

D) would offer

E) will be offered
7. Aluminium ---- heat better than steel, but not as
2. After Capt. James Cook ---- Alaska on his third

A) was visiting / had been killed
B) has visited / would be killed
C) visited / was killed

well as copper.
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voyage, he ---- by Hawaiian islanders in 1779.

A) was conducted

B) had conducted

C) is conducted

D) conducts

E) would conduct

D) visits / could have killed
E) had visited / might have killed
8. America ---- first ---- during the Ice Age, when
3. After she ---- her arm, she ---- to the emergency

huge glaciers covered most of Canada and the

room.

northern United States.

A) was broken / had gone

A) had / discovered

B) was / discovered

B) could break / will go

C) would / have discovered

D) is / discovered

C) has broken / would have gone

E) has / been discovered

D) had broken / went

4. All the experts at the tasting ---- that our wine ---the best.
A) have thought / had been

B) think / was

C) used to think / has been

D) will think / is
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E) might break / should go

9. Anyone who ---- that English teachers are boring
----.
A) had said / should have punished
B) will say / must be punishing
C) would say / needs to be punished

E) were thinking / would be

D) says / will be punished
E) has said / could have punished

5. Although I ---- what the teacher ----, I disagreed
with his conclusion.
A) was respected / said

10. Are you okay? You look ---- you have a problem.

B) have respected / was saying
C) had been respected / would say

A) even if

B) unless

D) had to respect / will be saying

C) as if

D) on condition that
E) only if

E) respected / had said
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11. ---- injured in battle, Captain Pedro de Alvorado

16. Andy was exhausted as he ---- up a steep hill for

did not succeed in the conquest of what is now

at least two hours.

El Salvador, but his brother did.
B) Having got

A) Getting
C) To have got

A) had been walking

B) is walking

C) has been walking

D) was walking

D) To got

E) walked

E) To be getting

12. My friend's new house has six ---- large rooms

with a garden which has almost ---- kinds of fruit
trees at the back.
A) a great deal / so much

B) all / both

C) few / each

D) one / a whole
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17. The water that moves through the pipes in your

house is measured by a counter ---- is located
outside your apartment.
B) that

A) why
C) what

D) when
E) in which

E) very / all

18. The public has expressed curiosity about the

debate which ---- on in the White House

13. New York is the beautiful city in ---- Woody Allen

uninterruptedly for two days.

has set most of his films.
A) what

B) that

C) when

D) which

B) goes

A) had gone
C) is going

D) has been going
E) had been going

14. George Washington is a president ---- suffered

many defeats as well as victories on the
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E) how

battlefield.
A) why

B) how

C) that

D) what

19. I always wanted to do research in the field of

chemistry, a dream ---- ended when I dropped
out of graduate school.
B) what

A) that
C) when

D) who
E) if

E) where

20. Christina ---- to read mystery novels, and she ---15. The official visit from the Prince has been put

to write one herself one day.

back till next month; ----, we shall still redecorate
A) had always loved / hoped

all the rooms.

B) always loves / has hoped
A) nonetheless

B) for

C) has always loved / is hoping

C) in contrast

D) just as

D) always loved / was hoping

E) unlike

E) was always loving / had hoped
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Grade 11

Sentence Completion 1

1-12. sorularda boşluklara uygun gelen seçeneği

4. This cheese is dry and doesn't taste so good, ----.

bulunuz.

A) for we all tasted it and agreed that it was fantastic
1. I have accessed all the information I need ----.

B) so you shouldn't throw any of it away until Mom
comes

A) for he sold me a broken computer last year

C) thus we ought to have chosen the more expensive
brand

B) since I learned to use a computer just over a year
ago

D) these are one of the most delicious ones I have
ever tried myself

C) I have the opportunity to improve my ability to
use a computer

E) that has been popular for as long as I can
remember

E) why they didn't accept my request at first
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D) so that they were able to help me with my thesis

5. ---- but it's too hot.
2. Most of the time ----.
A) They would be excavating at the new excavation
site in Kilyos

B) I have tried to calm down my father when he is
angry

B) She says the weather isn't going to be so cold
today

C) she had applied a new job due to some financial
problems

C) Though she thinks we can have an outing in this
warm weather

D) he visited his mother at the hospital after the
accident

D) They must have given us the wrong information
about the weather pattern here

E) so they didn't publish his new novel any longer

E) You may think it is unbearably warm outside at
this very moment
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A) they were fighting with each other

3. ----, and I hope no one has smashed any of the
windows.
6. I would steal food from a supermarket, ----.
A) I just heard the noise of glass breaking
A) even though I was short of money myself

B) As soon as I entered the kitchen with a tray full of
cups

B) so the police could never arrested me for theft

C) When the owner of the house has found out
about the breakage

C) especially when my family were hungry and I
were broke

D) There’s no way any of you would go unpunished
for this trouble

D) which can be eaten after each meal if you are on
a diet

E) As the children were playing football in the
school yard

E) and the shopkeeper has been missing for over a
week
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Restatement 1

Grade 11

3. The town was so large that we were able to see

1-10. sorularda, verilen cümleye anlamca en yakın
olan seçeneği bulunuz.

only a small part of it in a single day.
A) The town was such an enormous one that it was
sure to take us at least one day to visit all of it.

1. He should be ready by the time the bus has
arrived.

B) The town is not small enough to visit its every part
in a single day.

A) The bus will have arrived before he is ready.

C) We could have visited the entire town in no less
than a day because it was too large.

B It is impossible for him to get ready before the
bus arrives.

D) The large town takes more than one day to see
all parts of it.

D) When the bus arrives, he shouldn't still be getting
prepared.
E) He should start preparing when the bus arrives.
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C) Before he gets ready, the bus should arrive.

E) The town was too big for us to see all of it in just
one day so we could see a small part of it.

4. There was too much cream on that cake for me
to eat it.
A) I couldn't eat the cake because of all the cream.
B) I ate the cake but had to leave the cream.
C) I enjoyed that cake, especially all the cream.
D) I had to eat some of the cake because of all the
cream.
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E) There was so much cream on the cake that I left
some.

2. They drove past an injured man without
5. Maria is allowed to stay up late as long as she

bothering to stop to take a look at him.

fulfils all her responsibilities.
A) They went past an injured man in their car but
because they didn't want to bother him, they
went on driving.

A) Her parents would have allowed Maria to stay up
late if she had fulfilled all her responsibilities.

B) They drove by a wounded man but neglected to
stop and see how he was.

B) Maria's parents have given her no permission to
sleep until late hours because she has a lot to do.

C) The man they walked by was seriously injured,
and they left so that they wouldn't get involved.

C) They let Maria stay up until late hours of the night
on condition that she has performed all her
duties.

D) The injured man, who they went by in their car,
didn't bother to ask them to stop and take him,
too.

D) The only time Maria can stay up is when she has
fulfilled all her responsibilities.

E) They injured a person with their car, but they
failed to stop and have a look at him.

E) Unless Maria herself wants to sleep early, she
doesn't have to do so.
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Grade 11
1-5. sorularda parçada numaralanmış yerlere uygun

6-10. sorularda parçada numaralanmış yerlere uygun

düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

Thailand faces (1) ---- social problems. Corruption

Blacks (6) ---- more than 90 percent of the

(2) ---- government, business, and even the

population of Barbados; the (7) ---- consists of

Buddhist monk hood, and the press frequently

whites, persons of mixed African and European

reports scandals. Drugs and drug trafficking are

descent, and East Indians. English is the official

ongoing (3) ----. In rural areas, many tropical

language, and a non-standard English (8) ---- Bajan
is spoken. The Anglican Church has (9) ----

threat. Wide (4) ---- gaps -between rich and poor,

congregation. About a quarter of the population

city and countryside - compound (5) ---- problems.

1. A) a little

NETyds

diseases, such as malaria and cholera, remain a

6. A) bring on

B) much

C) the same

belongs to (10) ---- Protestant churches, and there
is a small number of Roman Catholics.

D) as many

7. A) excess

B) involves

C) renovates

D) petitions
E) symptoms
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B) shocks

4. A) municipal

8. A) called

B) calling

C) to be calling

D) to call
E) having called

9. A) as large as

B) alliance

C) cohesive

D) suspension
E) diversity

E) exposes

C) concerns

B) remainder

C) nation

D) conceals

3. A) terrors

D) come by
E) pass on

E) a number of

2. A) affects

B) make up

C) figure out

B) larger

C) the largest

D) social

D) so large
E) large

E) vague

5. A) themselves

B) theirs

C) of theirs

D) itself

10. A) another

B) one another

C) the others

D) other
E) others

E) these
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